317 W LAKE STREET NORTHLAKE IL 60164 T: 1800 240 3525

DRIVER APPRECIATION BBQ
June 13th, 14th, 15th.
(At CDN Terminal Comfort Station, parking permitted in yard)
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ROAD-CHECK 2013
(JUNE 4TH - 6TH)
SEE DETAILS INSIDE

Scan this QR Code
with
Your Smartphone to
get CDN Website

THANK YOU!
Just a note of appreciation to all of our
contractors who participated in our recent
Driver Survey. We Thank You for taking the
time to provide your feedback. As a Management Team your thoughts and feelings
are invaluable to us in trying to determine
how we can improve our services and better serve your needs. We can’t always fix the
concerns you bring forth immediately, we
may not be able to correct some of them in
the short term. But all of your comments
were noted and will be evaluated. We welcome any 1 on 1 feedback as well; if you
care to sit down with us, please just ask
to meet. There will be no repercussions
against anyone who does. We would enjoy
going into more detail regarding many of
your comments but the confidential nature of the survey to protect your identities
prohibits us from contacting you. Whether
you come in, or not Thank You for talking
to us via the survey. We will continue to
use this as a tool to enhance communication between Management and you.
Thanks Once More
CDN Management
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PREPARE NOW FOR ROADCHECK 2013
(JUNE 4-6, 2013)

E

ach year during the CVSA Roadcheck event, tens of thousands
of inspections are conducted.
Roadcheck 2013 is just around the
corner, and roadside enforcement
personnel will have
access to CSA
data.

Our goal

as a company
is to have ZERO
VIOLATIONS
during
Road Check. Not as impossible as it
sounds, if we prepare ahead of time.
There’s still ample time to inspect and
repair defects with equipment.

Inspect

lights, tires, hoses, and
brakes. Fix observable and mechanical
defects. Pre-trip every time you stop,
don’t take trailers with issues, go to
shop for repairs

violations. Have previous 7 days logs
in your possession. Update logs at each
start/stop to current duty status. Fill
out each area of log completely and
accurately, show shipper name and
commodity on bottom of logs.

Make

sure

you
have your license and
CURRENT Med Card in
your possession. Take care
of any unpaid citations,
summonses

Be sure to wear seatbelt/shoulder

harness. Obey posted speed limits
set cruise controls watch speed on
downgrades, avoid tailgating, signal
and change lanes gradually, stay in
truck lanes.

Eliminate

form and manner
violations, Log book not current
violations. Avoid 11/14/60-70 hr

Visit the link below to open the map, click on a state to see the breakdown of violations for that
state. A printout of all 48 states is available at the Drivers Window and in the Comfort Station.
http://www.ccjdigital.com/csa-data-trail?utm_source=daily&utm_medium

T

he Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration announced last
week via the Federal Register
that it was issuing a final rule
removing the requirements
of drivers to tell the state that
issues their commercial drivers license when they are convicted of traffic violations in
other states.
Previously, both the state in
which the violation occurred
and the CDL holder were required to report any convictions. Now, only the state in
which the conviction is made
is required by FMCSA to report back to the issuing state.
FMCSA said the new rule
will eliminate redundancies
— which could potentially
cause the issuing state to record two violations instead of
one — and reduce the burden
on CDL holders.
The rule change comes in response to an executive order
from January 2011 that called
on agencies to improve efficiency in regulations and regulatory review.
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TRACTOR TRAILER
INSPECTION PROCEDURE
STEP 1: Left Side of Cab Area

Note general overall condition Left front wheel
▪ Condition of wheel: especially cracks rim-missing, rims bent or broken studs, clamps lugs
▪ Condition of tires -properly Inflated; valve stem
not touching wheel: rim or brake drum; valve cap
In place no serious cuts, bulges tread wear or any
signs of misalignment
▪ Wheel bearing and hub -no obvious leaking Left
front suspension
▪ Condition of spring, spring hangers, shackles,
U- bolts- no cracks, breaks, shifting
▪ Shock absorber condition Left front brake
▪ Condition of brake drum
▪ Condition of hoses
▪ Check air chamber mounting
▪ Check slack adjusters

STEP 2:Front of Cab Area

Condition of front axle Condition of steering system
▪ No loose, worn, bent damaged or
missing parts Condition of windshield
▪ Check for damage and clean if dirty
▪ Check windshield wiper arms for proper spring
tension
▪ Check wiper blades for any damage and securement to arm-lights and reflectors
▪ Cab parking, clearance and identification lights
should be clean, operating and proper color
▪ Reflectors clean and proper color
▪ Right front turn signal light clean, operating and
proper color

Lights and reflectors
▪ Front trailer clearance and identification 		
lights – should be clean, operating and 			
proper color
▪ Reflectors, clean and proper color

STEP 6: Right Rear Tractor
Wheels Area

Dual wheels
▪ Condition of wheels and rims -no missing, bent
or broken -spacers, studs, clamps or lugs
▪ Condition of tires -properly inflated; 		
valve stems not touching wheels, rims or
brake drum; valve caps in place; no serious cuts,
bulges, tread wear, or any signs of misalignment
and no debris stuck between them
▪ Tires same type, e.g. not mixed radial and bias
types
▪ Tires evenly matched {circumference)
▪ Wheel bearing and hub -no obvious leaking
Tandem axles
▪ Repeat wheel/tire inspection as above
Suspension

STEP 3: Right Side of Cab Area
Check all Items as done on left side cab area

STEP 4: Right Saddle Tank Area
Right fuel tank(s)

Step 7: Rear of Tractor Area

Frame and cross members not bent, cracked or
otherwise damaged or missing
Lights and reflectors
▪ Taillights and turn signal lights operating, clean,
and proper color, Air and electrical lines properly
secured to frame, not damaged or chafing

STEP 8: Coupling System Area

Fifth wheel (lower)
▪ Securely mounted to frame
▪ No missing or damaged parts
▪ No visible space between upper and lower fifth
wheel Locking jaws around the shank and not the
head of kingpin

WALK AROUND SEQUENCE
▪ Release lever properly seated and safely latch/
lock engaged
Fifth wheel (upper)
▪ Kingpin not worn, bent or damaged
Sliding fifth wheel
▪ Mechanism not worn, bent, damaged or parts
missing
▪ Properly lubricated
▪ All locking pins present and locked in place
▪ If air operated -no air leaks
▪ Check that fifth wheel not so far forward that
tractor frame will strike landing gear during turns
Air and electric lines visible from this point
▪ Should be secure from dangling, snagging and
chafing
▪ Should be free from damage, oil and grease

Step 9: Right Side of Trailer

▪ Securely mounted, not damaged or
leaking
▪ Fuel crossover line secure
▪ Tank(s) full of fuel
▪ Cap(s) on and secure
Condition of visible parts
▪ Rear of engine -not leaking
▪ Transmission -not leaking
▪ Drive shaft -looks OK
▪ Exhaust system -secure, not leaking, not 		
touching wires, fuel or air lines
▪ Frame and cross members -no bends 			
cracks or breaks
▪ Air lines and electrical wiring -secured 		
against snagging, chafing

STEP 5: Trailer Frontal Area

Air and electrical connections
▪ Glad hands properly mounted, free of 		
damage, not leaking
▪ Electrical line receptacle properly mounted, free
of damage; plug adequately seated and safety catch
engaged to prevent accidental disconnect
▪ Air and electrical lines properly secured against
tangling, snagging, and chafing, with sufficient
slack for turns.

Check air chamber mounting
▪ Check spring brakes

▪ Condition of spring(s), spring hangers, shackles
and U-bolls
▪ Axle alignment Brakes
▪ Condition of brake drum{s)
▪ Condition of hoses -look for any chafing
▪ Check slack adjusters
▪

Front trailer support (landing gear or dollies)
▪ Fully raised, no missing parts, not bent or
otherwise damaged
▪ Crank handle present and secured (typically on
left side)
▪ If power operated, no air or hydraulic leaks Spare
tire(s)
▪ Carrier or rack not damaged
▪ Tire and/or wheel securely mounted in the rack
▪ Tire and wheel condition adequate for a spare,
proper size, properly inflated Lights and reflectors
▪ Trailer side clearance lights clean, operating and
proper color
▪ Reflectors clean and proper color Frame and
Body
▪ Frame and cross members not bent, cracked,
damaged or missing
▪ Body parts not damaged or missing Proper Placarding (if applicable)

Step 10:
Trailer
Area

Right Rear
Wheels
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TRACTOR TRAILER
INSPECTION CONTINUE
Dual Wheels
▪ Conditions of wheels and rims -no cracks, missing or bent rims, broken spacers, studs, clamps or
lugs
▪ Condition of tires -property inflated; valve
stems
not touching wheels, rims or brake
drum; valve
caps in place; no serious
cuts, bulges, tread wear,
or any signs of
misalignment and no debris stuck
between them
▪ Tires same type, e.g., not mix radial and bias
types on the same axle
▪ Tires evenly matched (circumference)
▪ Wheel bearing and hub -no obvious leaking
Tandem Axles
▪ Repeat wheel and tire inspection as above
▪ If equipped with sliding axles, check position
and alignment; look for damaged, worn or missing
parts; all
▪ locks present, fully in place and locked against
fallout
▪ Flexible air lines not cracked, cut, crimped or
otherwise damaged; secured against tangling,
dragging, chafing
Suspension

▪ Condition of spring(s), spring hangers, shackles
and U-bolts
▪ Axle alignment
▪ Condition of torque rod arms, bushings Brakes
▪ Condition of brake drum(s)
▪ Condition of hoses, lines, valves
▪ Check slack adjusters
▪ Check air chamber mounting
▪ Check spring brakes (if so equipped)
▪ Drain moisture from air tank, close petcock

billowing or
blockage of either mirrors
or rear lights
▪ Rear doors securely closed, latched/locked;
required security seals in place
▪ Underside guard in place -not cracked, bent
or
broken

Step 11: Rear of Trailer Area

Check all items done on right side and check any
traffic side doors
Step 14: Left Saddle Tank Area
Check all items as done on right saddle tank area
except for spare tire plus:
▪ Battery (if not mounted elsewhere)
▪ Battery box securely mounted to vehicle
▪ Box has secure cover
▪ Battery(s) secured against movement
▪ Battery(s) case(s) not broken or leaking
▪ Fluid in battery(s) at proper level for nonmaintenance free batteries:
-Cell caps present and securely tightened
-Vents in cell caps free of foreign material

Lights and reflectors
▪Rear clearance and identification lights clean,
operating and proper color
▪ Reflectors clean and proper color
▪ Taillights clean, operating and proper color
Cargo securement
▪ Cargo properly blocked, braced, tied, chained,
etc.
▪ Tailboard up and properly secured
▪ End gates free of damage, properly secured in
stake pockets
▪ Canvas or tarp (if required) properly lashed
down
to prevent water damage, tearing,

Step12:
Trailer

Left

Rear
Wheels

Check all items as done on right side except for air
tank draining

Step 13: Left Side of Trailer

LAW ENFORCEMENT TO HIT NORTH
AMERICA’S HIGHWAYS TO SAVE LIVES
Thousands of law enforcement officers will be blanketing North America’s roadways for 72 continuous hours
beginning Tuesday, June 4th, and ending Thursday, June
6th 2013, to enforce the importance of comprehensive
safety inspections of trucks and buses and on enforcing
safety belt use.
“Roadcheck 2013”, sponsored by the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA), is the largest targeted enforcement program on commercial vehicles in the world,
with approximately 17 trucks or buses being inspected,
on average, every minute from Canada to Mexico during
a 72-hour period.
CVSA sponsors Roadcheck with participation by the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, Pipeline
and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators, Transport Canada, and the Secretariat of Communications
and Transportation (Mexico).
Approximately 10,000 CVSA-certified local, state, provincial and federal inspectors at 1,500 locations across
North America will perform the truck and bus inspections. The CVSA-certified inspectors conduct compli-

ance, enforcement and educational initiatives targeted
at various elements of motor carrier, vehicle, driver and
cargo safety and security.
Since its inception in 1988, the roadside inspections
conducted during Roadcheck have numbered over 1
Million, resulting in more than 220 lives saved and 4,045
injuries avoided. It has also provided for the distribution
of countless pieces of educational literature and safety
events to educate industry and the general public about
the importance of safe commercial vehicle operations
and the roadside inspection.
What they find or don’t find can affect your Safety Measurement System scores. Even violations not resulting in
an out-of-service order will be counted into your Safety
Measurement System.
Some facts to consider regarding last year’s Road Check
2012:
•
74,072 inspections were conducted
•
Of the vehicles inspected, 22.4% were placed out
of service for mechanical problems
•
The driver out-of-service rate was 3.9%.
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TRUCKING ON A BUDGET
By: Sean McLaughlin
We all know money doesn’t grow on trees. It is also quite evident that although the best things in life are free,
the necessities are not. As an over-the-road driver, being able to budget your money and free time can be difficult but
they are critical to your success and your sanity! Keep this in mind: there are many ways to save money via technology!
Whether it’s the cellphone in your pocket or the fishing rod in your storage box, there are countless opportunities to save
money while on the move. Every which way you turn, these opportunities to save money offer chances to utilize your
personal time for relaxation. The best means to achieving both of these is to do them simultaneously. Are you hungry?
Do you enjoy the outdoors? Do you need a break?
A great avenue to relaxation and taking a break is grilling out. There are many affordable grills at any Wal-Mart,
Target or any other competitor. When buying a grill, remember that charcoal may not be approved by some truck stops
and other locations where you might stop. Propane is very affordable and one of the most efficient means to preparing
hot food. With proper maintenance to your grill and a watchful eye on your propane consumption, this investment will
beat any fast-food restaurant in both price and taste! If you feel like relaxing before the grilling process, make sure you
search out a local fishing stop and catch your next meal! (Warning: Be sure to have a valid fishing license!) If your “grill
skills” are not up to par, there is a reason you have that microwave in your tractor. All you have to do is ask an attendant
at the supermarket for the microwavable section and you will have a meal ready to go. Many of you have a smartphone
with capabilities to search Google or other search engines; try “easy microwave meals” and press the “Search” option,
you will be amazed at the opportunities to save money and enjoy your meal.
Some of you drivers may cringe at the idea of having a smartphone. There are some downfalls to having a smartphone when you don’t know how to operate it or you over spend on games or odd applications that were bought on
impulse. However, a savvy driver will take the necessary steps to learn how to properly use their cellphone, just like they
know their vehicle from the front bumper to the drive-wheels. A smartphone not only acts as a means of communication, it is an emergency tool. A phone equipped with a camera can protect you from a less-than-honest motorist who
just crashed into you. A phone with GPS capabilities can save you from getting lost. A phone that can hold music can
hook up to your Bluetooth or be plugged into your tape-deck! The positives outweigh the negatives exponentially when
it comes to proper education and utilization of a smartphone. And, if the broker won’t leave you alone… Just turn it off!
These are just a few of the many ways to save a few bucks every day when a driver budgets their time and money properly. Research is key! Whether you are buying a grill, a fishing pole, a cellphone or a new truck, you have to do the proper
research to make sure you are getting the most efficient product to suit your needs. If you don’t know anything about
what you are trying to buy, ASK QUESTIONS! In these cases, YOU ARE THE CUSTOMER and you must make sure
that the supplier treats you with respect and honesty. Never be afraid to ask your dispatcher or customer service representatives as well. In many cases, the people inside the terminal know a great deal about the latest technology or the
best bargain at the store. CDN Logistics, Inc. is who it is because you are our drivers! We appreciate your efforts and are
always here to help when you communicate that you need it.
Please share your ideas for saving money while out on the road! Email any ideas to smclaughlin@gocdn.com and we will
print them up in the next edition of this newsletter!!!

Budget: is a mathematical confirmation of your suspicions - A.A. Latimer
A budget tells us what we can’t afford, but it doesn’t keep us from buying it. - William L.
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Changes at CDN logistics

B

y now I’m sure that everyone has noticed
the ongoing construction at our facilities
entrance points. If you have been wondering
what’s going on, we will have manned security and controlled access at the gate coming into
the terminal, as well as access control from the
parking area into the terminal. There are multiple
reasons for the changes. One reason is to provide a
higher level of security for our customers’ freight that
they entrust to us. Another is to ensure compliance
with TSA regulations since we are an Independent Air Carrier (IAC). Tighter security may also help reduce our insurance premiums. Finally, controlled access helps us provide more personal
security for everyone that works here.
The construction is nearly complete and the gates and readers are
working. Our local drivers and employees will need to swipe their
ID Badges to enter or depart the yard at the gates or the parking
access point. Our Owner Operators are not being required to do
so at this point, however our procedures have changed. All O/O’s
must check in at the gate coming or going. The Guard Service
which will be on duty 24/7 will check for appropriate paperwork;
and verify that an Enforcer Lock and/or intact seal are attached
to all loaded trailers. Paperwork for Custom loads will not be accepted by the Guard Service any longer after the Dock closes for
the weekend. All Custom paperwork is to be turned in at the CDN
Driver Window to the weekend/night personnel on duty.
I’m including some pictures as well. As you may have noticed clearance is more than a little tight if you attempt to
turn while entering or departing. We recommend that you
enter/depart straight along the east fence by the rail yard in order to have a straight shot going through the gate. It will avoid
damage and probably reduce the guards stress levels as well. On
behalf of CDN Management have a great summer, be safe and
please remember to remain alert for children out of school when
travelling through populated areas.

Using data from the DOT, here’s an infographic presenting highlights on fault
in fatal truck-car crashes and the main causes. Main Data from the Infographic: Fatality rates for all vehicles have dropped over the past 35 years. For fatal
truck-car crashes in 2010, the car crossed the center line 87 percent in head-on
collisions. In a rear-end collision, the car hit the truck 76 percent of the time.
For more info, visit the link below.
www.ccjdigital.com/what-is-the-biggest-highway-safety-threat
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DRIVER FATIGUE
Fatigue is the result of physical or mental exertion that impairs performance.46 Driver fatigue may be due to a lack of
adequate sleep, extended work hours, strenuous work or non-work activities, or a combination of other factors.14 The
Large Truck Crash Causation Study (LTCCS) reported that 13 percent of Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) drivers
were considered to have been fatigued at the time of their crash.15

GET ENOUGH SLEEP BEFORE GETTING BEHIND THE WHEEL

B

e sure to get an adequate amount of sleep each night.
If possible, do not drive while your body is naturally
drowsy, between the hours of 12 a.m. to 6 a.m. and 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. Driver drowsiness may impair a driver’s response time to
potential hazards, increasing the chances of being in a crash.16
If you do become drowsy while driving, be sure to choose a
safe place to pull over and rest.
Did You Know? The circadian rhythm refers to the wake/
sleep cycle that our body goes through each day and night.
The cycle involves our internal clock and controls the daily
pattern of alertness in a human body. With inadequate sleep,
the drowsiness experienced during natural “lulls” can be even
stronger and may have a greater adverse effect on a driver’s
performance and alertness.47

Did You Know? A study by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) found that driver alertness was
related to “time-of-day” more so than “time-on-task.”48 Most
people are less alert at night, especially after midnight. This
drowsiness may be enhanced if you have been on the road for
an extended period of time.16
Did You Know? A recent study conducted to determine
the risk of having a safety-critical event as a function of driving-hour suggests that incidents are highest during the first
hour of driving. The authors hypothesize that drivers may
be affected by sleep inertia shortly after waking from sleep.
This may be especially true for drivers who sleep in the sleeper berth.49 Sleep inertia refers to impairment in a variety of
performance tasks, including short-term memory, vigilance,
cognitive functioning, reaction time, and ability to resist sleep

MAINTAIN A HEALTHY DIET

S

kipping meals or eating at irregular times may lead to fatigue and/or food cravings. Also,
going to bed with an empty stomach or immediately after a heavy meal can interfere
with sleep.53 A light snack before bed may help you achieve more restful sleep. Remember
that if you are not well-rested, induced fatigue may cause slow reaction time, reduced attention, memory lapses, lack of awareness, mood changes, and reduced judgment ability.
Did you Know? A recent study conducted on the sleeping and driving habits of CMV
drivers concluded that an unhealthy lifestyle, long working hours, and sleeping problems
were the main causes of drivers falling asleep while driving.

AVOID MEDICATION THAT MAY INDUCE DROWSINESS

A

void medications that may make you drowsy if you plan to get behind the wheel. Most
drowsiness-inducing medications include a warning label indicating that you should
not operate vehicles or machinery during use.16 Some of the most common medicines
that may make you drowsy are: tranquilizers, sleeping pills, allergy medicines and cold
medicines.56

Did You Know? Cold pills are one of the most common medicines that may make you

drowsy. If you must drive with a cold, it is safer to suffer from the cold than drive under the
effects of the medicine.

TAKE A NAP

I

f possible, you should take a
nap when feeling drowsy or
less alert. Naps should last a minimum of 10 minutes, but ideally
a nap should last up to 45 minutes. Allow at least 15 minutes after waking to fully recover before
starting to drive.55
Did you know? Short naps are
more effective at restoring energy
levels than coffee.16
Did you know? Naps aimed at
preventing drowsiness are generally more effective in maintaining
a driver’s performance than naps
taken when a person is already
drowsy

FOR MORE INFORMATION YOU CAN GO TO :
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/about/outreach/education/driverTips/Driver-fatigue.htm
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MARYLAND’S BILL

M

aryland’s Senate passed a bill to increase the
state’s taxes on diesel and gasoline and tie them
to inflation to pay for transportation projects,
sending the measure to Gov. Martin O’Malley (D) for his
expected signature.

minus other fuel taxes. The House of Delegates passed
the bill a week earlier.

The bill, which passed Friday, would increase the state’s
fuel taxes on July 1 of every year based on the Consumer
Price Index, a primary gauge of inflation.

The Maryland Motor Truck Association warned that the
measure would raise shipping costs and make the state’s
fuel taxes the highest in the country.

The new law would add a new sales tax on both fuels that
would be 3% of the price of the lowest grade of the fuel,

Maryland’s state’s diesel tax is currently 24.25 cents per
gallon, and the gasoline tax is 23.5 cents per gallon.

Courtesy of Transport Topics

CSA priorities include addressing concerns of small
Carriers, crash accountability, agency says

F

ederal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Associate
Administrator for Enforcement Bill Quade, speaking
at the annual Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance
Workshop in Louisville, Ky., said the agency will move forward with making the new Hazardous Materials Compliance BASIC (Behavioral Analysis and Safety Improvement
Category) public “in November or December” this year.
His statements came during a “Life Cycle of a Roadside
Inspection Violation” day-long seminar April 22 in which
Agency and state law-enforcement representatives, among
others, followed violations through their observation
during inspection through to their contribution to carriers’ Compliance, Safety, Accountability scores to their effect on subsequent safety investigations, or interventions.

Reinforcing that the SMS is a prioritization tool
Stevenson said the agency wants to reinforce to the public
that the percentile-ranking is “not a safety rating,” as well as
further “recognize distinctions between BASICs rankings
and crash risk.” During a round table discussion capping
the day-long seminar, several representatives of motor carriers in attendance made note of the business-world implications of the BASIC rankings — and difficulty improving the rankings in spite of very real, measurable carrier
improvement in levels of violations. Stevenson said such
considerations were high in the mind of the agency as they
consider potential display improvements.

Setting the foundation for the SFD
A “Safety Fitness Determination” NoThe BASIC replaced the Cargo Retice of Proposed Rule making is exlated category in December of 2012,
pected this year, Quade said, Stevenson
a change made for several reasons,
noting that the distinction between
The Hazmat BASIC measureone being the disproportionate repthe concept of the primarily displayed
ments and percentile rankings toresentation of flatbed or otherwise
relative percentile rankings versus the
day remain private, Quade said, as
open-deck haulers in the old BAsomewhat buried — in today’s version
a consideration to industry: “We
SIC. It was one among several Safety
of the SMS — absolute measurements
Measurement System methodology
was an area of prime display considersaid we’d hold it nonpublic for a
enhancements that were put through
ation. “For a successful NPRM” to tie
year because it was a new meaproposal and carrier data preview
SMS Results to carriers’ safety ratings,
sure, to give the industry time to
last year, a process FMCSA Transcurrently still only the result of onadjust.”
portation Specialist Courtney Stesite comprehensive investigations or
venson said during the same April
compliance reviews, downplaying the
22 seminar the agency would folgeneral-public importance of the perlow with new enhancements being
centile rankings could be a “key conlooked at as priorities this year. Of the first order, she said, sideration,” she said.
were possible changes to the public display of information
on the CSA SMS website as part of an effort to pursue sev- “We will base the SFD on absolute scores, not relative
eral goals.
scores,” said Quade. “When we do an SFD, we will be setting an absolute standard in terms of targeting our field
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resources” and providing a clear guide to the public on the
ultimate safety fitness of motor carriers.
Addressing the concerns of small carriers
“While we do have sufficient data to assess information on
the companies involved in 92 percent of the crashes,” said
Stevenson, “there’s a sensitivity where some [members of
the public] are interpreting a lack of data as crash risk, but
that’s not the case.”

display and potentially integrating Safersys.org and the
agency’s Licensing and Insurance public information websites into the SMS site.

•
Enhancements to the SMS methodology itself,
including “comprehensive modifications to the violation
severity weights,” said Stevenson, from a 1-10 system to a
“low, medium, high” weighting system.
•
Changes to the utilization factor in Unsafe Driving
and Crash Indicator BASICs. Today, the agency caps the
It’s a phenomenon often remarked upon by members of possible mileage-per-power-unit at 200,000 miles, based
the owner-operator and small fleet community, and Ste- on judgments made relative to vehicle-miles-traveled data
venson suggested the agency had taken it to heart and was available prior to CSA implementation. Now, “our VMT
working toward assessing whether appropriately promi- data since we rolled out CSA has improved dramatically,”
nent disclaimers or other solutions would be satisfactory Stevenson said. “Some of the feedback [we’ve gotten sugto address it.
gests] it is not the proper cap” – 220,000 or 210,000 miles
per-power-unit could be more appropriate, she said.
However, she added, ultimately the agency wanted to “retain the detailed data that’s available that is bumping de- •
Adjustment to safety event groups in all the BAmand” on the SMS site today. With 45 million total hits SICs. To address the problem of carriers getting higher
yearly today, it’s certainly an active website. For any big dis- percentile rankings as the result of a clean inspection —
play changes, Stevenson said, a carrier data preview could or an old inspection disappearing from the ranking sysbe expected by year’s end. Carriers and drivers would then tem — moving them into a different safety event group,
have the opportunity to comment on any changes. “We Stevenson said the agency was considering a more refined
have a commitment that we want to be transparent about approached to the safety event groups in which carriers are
where we’re headed,” she added. “We want informed com- compared. “We’re exploring dynamic safety event groups
ment – this idea of changing the display, it would involve to make more narrow and overlapping” groups, Stevenson
notification and carrier preview…. We plan to host webi- said.
nars very close to that preview period — when the carrier
preview is turned on, look for notification of these webi- •
Crash weighting. Results of of the long-term study
nars” and participate.
of how to account for crash fault/accountability in the system are expected this summer.
Other priorities for 2013 include:
•
Reinforcing FMCSA’s safety mission in the SMS
Revamped Data Qs website coming as early as Saturday, April 27 A new, more-intuitive design for the Data Qs website
for challenging erroneous violations and crashes assigned to carriers in the CSA SMS could be live as early as Saturday,
April 27, said Indiana State Police DataQs coordinator Michael Wilson, during a presentation on the particulars of
his work dealing with incoming Data Qs requests for review handled by his state. Among the enhancements include
a more intuitive user interface, designed to make it much more easy for users to provide the needed informations to
make a challenge/request for review. Other new tools there include:
•
New updated notifications and options for searching/reviewing requests.
•
Advanced search capabilities and new filtering tools for carriers with multiple active requests.
•
Type-ahead feature for searching inspection reports that may already be in the system — option to auto-populate data fields with information from the inspection.
•
Type-ahead feature for violations as well – this functionality will help populate the violation description.
•
Ability to add multiple individual requests for review pertaining to a single inspection on one challenge, rather
than filing 		
multiple forms.
BASICS, Bill Quade, brokers, Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance, Compliance Safety Accountability, Courtney
Stevenson, csa, CVSA, data, Data Qs, FMCSA, Indiana State Police, inequities, Michael Wilson, percentile rankings, public display of SMS data, receivers, safety, Safety Fitness Determination,
safety rating, Safety scores, SFD, shippers, SMS
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1

Investigate traffic problems, and plan around them.
Slow traffic not only sucks hours from
a driver’s on-duty time, it also requires
more deceleration and acceleration,
which requires more fuel. Check state
U.S. Department of Transportation
Websites for potential construction
projects and traffic on a route.

2

Use route-planning software or a GPS unit. Choosing
the shortest, most practical truck route
can save hundreds of dollars a year in
fuel. Spoken turn-by-turn directions
will take you directly to street-level
addresses. With navigation, savings of
10 or 15 miles a week are possible by
eliminating out-of-route miles.

but just as importantly, drivers and with fuel economy during the same
fleets can use the data they collect to period.
compare and consolidate fuel purchases to negotiate more savings.
Check your fuel consumption by route. If you have dediRenegotiate fuel surcharge cated runs that can be made via either
agreements. Technology en- interstate or a shorter route with a lot
ables carriers to create surcharge pro- of stop-and-go traffic, run trials for
grams using lane-specific fuel prices fuel usage and time to see which is the
and a daily reset.
most efficient.

5

6

9

7

10

Analyze fuel consumption
trends. When mpg falls, try to
determine why. Did you encounter
more urban driving? Did your length
of haul change? As a general rule,
drops of more than 0.5 mpg are due
to maintenance problems. ECMs can
be wildly optimistic, so your actual
mileage may be lower than indicated.
Plan fuel stops careful- Validate ECM readings with your own
ly. Some in-cab navigation sys- calculations based on the odometer
tems and smart-phone apps in- and gallons purchased at fill-up.
clude real-time information in their
point-of-interest features to help drivIsolate data and look for
ers search for the nearest fuel locations
correlations. ECMs record
and cheapest prices on their route.
many things that can affect fuel economy. Look for noticeable changes in
CONSOLIDATE FUEL PUR- average speed, top gear time, diesel
CHASES. Fuel card providers have particulate filter regenerations, shiftnegotiated discounts with truckstops, ing and idling. Compare those trends

3

4

8

Use fuel incentive programs. Capture data to compare
drivers against their peers based on
mpg, idle time and other fuel metrics,
and offer cash rebates and rewards for
performance. Consider taking a team
approach to encourage top-performing drivers to mentor less-efficient
drivers. Don’t rely solely on mpg as a
measuring stick, as there are too many
variables outside the driver’s control.
Be efficient across the
board. Fill trailers to capacity
to haul more freight while burning
less fuel and driving fewer miles.

11

Consider trailer size and
weight. Are you getting the
most out of 53-foot trailers? Or can

With the “new norm” cost of diesel at $4 per gallon, fleets should look at every possible opportunity to
lower fuel consumption. Like no other time in the trucking industry, every drop counts.
A tractor-trailer combo or driver able to improve fuel economy by a mile per gallon gained is huge in
savings terms. The difference between 6 and 7 mpg on a power unit operating 120,000 miles annually
is nearly $12,000.
Multiply that for a fleet with 100 trucks, and the savings come to $1.2 million per year. Unfortunately,
there is no silver bullet or overnight solution when it comes to improving fuel economy. But by paying

11

you get by with a smaller trailer? Why
burn fuel to haul a heavier trailer
around if it’s not needed?

12

Fuel efficiency may be a
better calculation for
your fleet instead of fuel
economy. Hauling 40,000 pounds
at 6 mpg day in and day out may
be better for your bottom line than
hauling 30,000 pounds at 7 mpg.

13

Consider other calculations to determine
fuel efficiency. Hours on the
road per gallon instead of mpg may
be a better measurement in some
applications.

frequency identification that prevent fuel purchases from going into
the wrong tank.

uncertainty.
Minimize
distractions
in the cab. Lock out all incab interactive devices, including cell
Employ telematics. To in- phones, to keep the focus on driving
fluence drivers, you need data and fuel economy.
points, which is why telematics have
become so important in boosting
Use speed governors. But
fuel economy.
recognize that they are unpopular with drivers, so take the time to
Create driver score- communicate your reasons and objeccards. On-board computers tives for spec’ing them.
capture a range of information on
how drivers are performing. This inLook for exceptions. Set
formation can be presented to manup instant alert notifications
agers and drivers in an easy-to-use when any action is out of bounds.
scorecard format.
This strategy will ensure you have the
information when you need it now
Bypass weight stations rather than days or weeks after the
and tolls booths. Enroll- fact.
ing in programs such as PrePass and
electronic toll collection systems can
Turn off the engine. Drivhelp drivers avoid burning extra fuel
ers should avoid excessive
by stopping and then accelerating
warm-up times when starting the
back to speed.
truck, even for a short time. Look for
other times when drivers have a habit
Locate trailers. Have of idling.
you ever spent time and fuel
looking for a trailer in a parking lot?
Avoid reviving the engine
Trailer-tracking systems provide the
between shifts. Ease into
trailer’s precise location to remove all each new gear, and don’t be in a hurry

16
17

14

18

1

19

Use reefer monitoring
systems. An often-overlooked expense is burning excess
fuel to cool trailers. Trailer monitoring systems capture the vital information needed to use no more fuel
than necessary.
5Eliminate
fuel
theft.
Truckstops and fleets are beginning to use card-less systems with
infrared technology and/or radio

20
21

22
23
24

close attention to a number of small gains, fleets can find incremental ways to lower fuel costs effectively.
Understand that every aspect of a fleet’s organization can impact fuel costs – not just the driver. With
that in mind, here some useful tips that fleet managers, company drivers, maintenance managers and
equipment purchasers can use to lower fuel cost
BY AARON HUFF, TODD DILLS, JACK ROBERTS AND JAMES JAILLET
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WELCOME TO THE CDN FAMILY

Fresh thinking and new hope, new aspirations and new scope,
keep smiling without any fear, and welcome to CDN
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Summary of Hours-of-Service
(HOS) Regulations
Who Must Comply

Most drivers must follow the HOS Regulations if they drive a commercial motor vehicle, or CMV. In general, a CMV is a vehicle that is
used as part of a business and is involved in interstate commerce and
fits any of these descriptions:

A vehicle that is involved in Interstate or intrastate commerce and is
transporting hazardous materials in a quantity requiring placards is
also considered a CMV

Weighs 10,001 pounds or more
Has a gross vehicle weight rating or gross combination weight rating
of 10,001 pounds or more is designed or used to transport 16 or more
passengers (including the driver) not for compensation is designed
or used to transport 9 or more passengers (including the driver) for
compensation

The Hours of Service of Drivers Final Rule [Download PDF Version]
was published in the Federal Register on December 27, 2011. The
effective date of the Final Rule is February 27, 2012, and the compliance date of selected provisions is July 1, 2013.

HOS Final Rule

Summary of Changes of HOS Final Rule Published in December 2011

PROVISION

Limitations on minimum “34hour restarts”
Rest breaks

PROVISION
On-duty time
Penalties

Oilfield exemption

PRIOR RULE

FINAL RULE - COMPLIANCE DATE JULY 1, 2013

(1) Must include two periods between 1 a.m.- 5 a.m. home terminal time.
(2) May only be used once per week.
May drive only if 8 hours or less have passed since end of driver’s last off-duty period
None except as limited by other rule
of at least 30 minutes. [HM 397.5 mandatory “in attendance” time may be included in
provisions
break if no other duties performed]
None

PRIOR RULE

FINAL RULE - COMPLIANCE DATE FEBRUARY 27, 2012

Does not include any time resting in a parked vehicle (also applies to passenger-carIncludes any time in CMV except
rying drivers). In a moving property-carrying CMV, does not include up to 2 hours in
sleeper-berth.
passenger seat immediately before or after 8 consecutive hours in sleeper-berth
Driving (or allowing a driver to drive) more than 3 hours beyond the driving-time
“Egregious” hours of service violalimit may be considered an egregious violation and subject to the maximum civil pentions not specifically defined
alties. Also applies to passenger-carrying drivers.
“Waiting time” for certain drivers
at oilfields (which is off-duty but
“Waiting time” for certain drivers at oilfields must be shown on logbook or electronic
does extend 14-hour duty period)
equivalent as off duty and identified by annotations in “remarks” or a separate line
must be recorded and available to
added to “grid.
FMCSA, but no method or details
are specified for the recordkeeping

SUMMARY OF HOURS-OF-SERVICE RULES
Property-Carrying CMV Drivers (Valid Until July 1, 2013

Passenger-Carrying CMV Drivers

11-Hour Driving Limit
May drive a maximum of 11 hours
after 10 consecutive hours off duty.

10-Hour Driving Limit
May drive a maximum of 10 hours
after 8 consecutive hours off duty.

14-Hour Limit
May not drive beyond the 14th consecutive hour after
coming on duty, following 10 consecutive hours off duty.
Off-duty time does not extend the 14-hour period.

15-Hour On-Duty Limit
May not drive after having been on duty for 15 hours, following 8 consecutive hours off duty. Off-duty time is not
included in the 15-hour period.

60/70-Hour On-Duty Limit
On-Duty Limit
May not drive after 60/70 hours on duty in 7/8 consecutive 60/70-Hour
May
not
drive
after 60/70 hours on duty in 7/8 consecudays. A driver may restart a 7/8 consecutive day period tive days.
after taking 34 or more consecutive hours off duty
Sleeper Berth Provision
Drivers using the sleeper berth provision must take at least
8 consecutive hours in the sleeper berth, plus a separate 2
consecutive hours either in the sleeper berth, off duty, or
any combination of the two.

Sleeper Berth Provision
Drivers using a sleeper berth must take at least 8 hours in
the sleeper berth, and may split the sleeper-berth time
into two periods provided neither is less
than 2 hours

For more details see
Hours of Service
LOGBOOK
Examples at :
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/
documents/hos/logbook.pdf
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INSPECTION BONUS
asgn_type
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC
TRC

asgn_id
6883
8169
8242
8367
8567
8628
8661
ST162
4659
8135
8242
8259
8296
8321
8367
8761
8534
8793
8793
6663
6670
8319
8334
8510
8588
8739
8828
8780
8781
8789
8806
6394
8708
8310
8801
8509
8799
8805
8806
8826
8549
ST162
8757
8684
8826
4723
8259
8477
8722
6878

March - April 2013 Roadside Inspection bonus

pyd_payto
6883
8169
8242
8367
8567
8628
8661
ST162
4659
8135
8242
8259
8296
8321
8367
8761
8534
8793
8793
6663
6670
8319
8334
8510
8588
8651
8701
8780
8781
8789
8806
6394A
6907
8310
8420
8509
8799
8805
8806
8826
8549A
ST162
8093
8684
8826
4665
8259
8477
8722
6878A

pyd_description
pyd_quantity
NM inspection PASSED 02/20/13
1		
CA inspection PASSED 2/14/13
1		
NM Roadside Insp 02/20/13
1
MO Roadside Insp 02/16/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS 2/20/13 MO
1		
Roadside Inspection Lvl 2 in NM
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS GA 02/20/13
1		
MD Roadside Insp 2/12/13
1		
Roadside Inspection Lvl 2 NM
1		
Roadside Inspection Lvl 3 in TN
1		
CO Roadside Insp 02/25/13
1		
Roadside Inspection Lvl 1 PA
1		
WY Roadside Insp 02/14/13
1
CA inspection PASSED 02/19/2013
1
TN Roadside Insp 02/26/13
1		
NV inspection PASSED 02/21/13
1		
IL Roadside Insp 02/14/13
1		
Roadside Inspection - Lvl 2 WA
1		
Roadside Inspection - Lvl 3 MT
1		
NM inspection-PASSED
1		
NM inspection-PASSED
1		
Level 1 Inspection Bonus (OK0019044209)
1		
NM inspection-PASSED
1		
NM Roadside Insp 03/15/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS AZ 3/24/13
1		
WY inspection-PASSED
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS NM 3/21/13
1		
Roadside Inspection - Lvl 1 CA
1		
CA inspection-PASSED
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS CA 3/15/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS NM 3/7/13
1		
Level 3 Inspection Bonus (FL3091009560)
1		
Level 3 Inspection MS0695000920
1		
CA Roadside Insp 04/02
1		
TN Roadside Insp 04/07
1		
WA Roadside Insp 03/29
1		
NM Roadside Insp 02/11
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS MT 4/5/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS CA 3/25/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS KS 3/28/13
1		
Roadside Inspection - Lvl 1 in CA
1		
PA Roadside Insp 04/02
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS MD 3/28/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS IA 1/24/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS KS 3/28/13
1		
LA inspection PASSED 04/03/2013
1		
Level 1 Inspection PAS559000028 3/4/13
1		
Level 3 Inspection NM3356108962 4/12/13
1		
ROAD INSPECTION-PASS-CA 4/4/13
1		
Level 2 Inspection NC5559232 4/22/13
1		
Total:			

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

pyd_rate
pyh_payperiod
100.00
3/2/2013
200.00
3/2/2013
100.00
3/2/2013
100.00
3/2/2013
100.00
3/2/2013
100.00
3/2/2013
100.00
3/2/2013
100.00
3/2/2013
100.00
3/9/2013
100.00
3/9/2013
100.00
3/9/2013
200.00
3/9/2013
100.00
3/9/2013
100.00
3/9/2013
100.00
3/9/2013
100.00
3/9/2013
100.00
3/23/2013
100.00
3/23/2013
100.00
3/23/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
200.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
200.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/6/2013
100.00
4/13/2013
200.00
4/13/2013
200.00
4/13/2013
100.00
4/13/2013
100.00
4/13/2013
100.00
4/13/2013
100.00
4/13/2013
100.00
4/13/2013
200.00
4/13/2013
100.00
4/13/2013
100.00
4/20/2013
100.00
4/20/2013
100.00
4/20/2013
100.00
4/27/2013
200.00
4/27/2013
100.00
4/27/2013
200.00
4/27/2013
100.00
4/27/2013
$ 5,900.00
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OFFICE BIRTHDAY
Umphreys, Vern		
Charnot, Larry		
Aceves, Oscar		
Coppinger, Chris		
Mendoza, Al		

6/1
6/9
6/23
7/9
7/22

Biskup, Tom		
Kolzow, Tom		
Perez, Brenda		
Ron, Edith		

6/8
6/21
7/1
7/9

DRIVER BIRTHDAYS
VERN
JUAN
PETER
HUGH
JOSEPH
TERRENCE
RICHARD
JAN
BRIAN
JAIME
MARCO
CLAUDIU
DAVID
BRAULIO
VONADRIAN

UMPHREYS
COREAS
YORDANOV
ERICKERSKINE
CHEHADE
PARLEY
OTTO
DEVECKA
THOMASON
VERBOONEN
DELCID
ION
MIX
COREAS
COBBS

6/2
6/7
6/12
6/14
6/19
6/24
6/26
7/3
7/6
7/8
7/11
7/13
7/18
7/27
7/31

KOSTADIN
GEORGE
GREGORY
FRANKLIN
TIBERIU
JOHANN
JOHN
MARCIAL
NINOS
CHRISTOPHER
MICHAEL
TERRY
MARK
ARNOLDAS
RUEL

GELEV
DIACZENKO
LEEPER
YEATES
MURESANU
COJOCEA
KHOSHABA
GALLARDO
BAYZOO
BARAJAS
EATON
WARD
CAMPBELL
BERNOTAS
QUINTO

6/5
6/8
6/12
6/14
6/20
6/25
7/1
7/3
7/8
7/10
7/12
7/14
7/19
7/29
7/31

AMERICO
JOSESAN
ANTONIO
RICKY
JOSHUA
ABDELRAHMAN
PAMELA
JOHN
CESAR
REMUS
LIANDRO
FREDERICK
WILLIAM
WILLIAM
KENNETH

CANAS
CHEZ
BARAJAS
HO
TUTTLE
MUSA
CLARK
SCHREINER
GOMEZ
GHEBENEI
RAMOS
MOYE
SAXBURY
MOLAY
SNOWDELL

6/5
6/10
6/13
6/15
6/24
6/25
7/2
7/4
7/8
7/10
7/12
7/17
7/20
7/29
7/31

DRIVER ANNIVERSARIES
			
JEFFREY
HADAWAY
19-Jul-05
RAUL
GALLARDO
29-Jul-05
ANGEL
KITOV
11-Jun-09
ERNO
FEHERVARI
07-Jun-10
MICHAEL
BEST
12-Jul-10
TED
JABAN
03-Jun-11
MARCO
DELCID
09-Jun-11
ALVARO
FRAYRE
27-Jun-11
SAUL
LOPEZ
11-Jul-11
CARLOS
MARTINEZ
05-Jun-12
ANTHONY
BARBOUR
14-Jun-12
LISA
TEACHMAN
19-Jun-12
OSCAR
CHAVEZ
30-Jun-12
GREGORY
LEEPER
10-Jul-12
JAMES
DANIELS
14-Jul-12
CLARENCE
ARAGON
18-Jul-12

Years 				
8
JAROSLAV
RUSNAK
28-Jul-05
9
EDUARDO
RAMOS
21-Jul-08
4
PRINCE
SEBIE
27-Jul-09
3
JOSE
GONZALEZ
17-Jun-10
3
ARTHUR
PAZGAN
12-Jul-10
2
JEFFREY
LARCOM
06-Jun-11
2
SALAH
MOHAMMAD
09-Jun-11
2
ROGER
NICE
27-Jun-11
2
JUAN
LEON
18-Jul-11
1
MARIO
NEGRETTI
08-Jun-12
1
EDVALDO
DESOUZA
18-Jun-12
1
JOHN
GRAY
19-Jun-12
1
TERRENCE
PARLEY
10-Jul-12
1
VICTOR
ARITA
14-Jul-12
1
GREG
BOLDING
16-Jul-12
1

OFFICE ANNIVERSIRIES
Jasiewicz, Bart
Mendoza, Al
Pilafas, Dean
Gomez, Juan
Quezada, Hugo
Pecnick, John
Villardito, Brian
Wresinski, Tom

7/1/2002		5/21/2013		11
6/1/2007		5/21/2013 		6
6/4/2009		5/21/2013 		4
6/4/2012		5/21/2013		1
6/7/2012		5/21/2013		1
6/30/2009
5/21/2013 		
4
7/23/2012
5/21/2013 		
1
7/23/2012
5/21/2013 		
1

Years
8		
5
4
3		
3
2		
2		
2		
2		
1
1
1		
1
1		
1		

Customer Service Corner
CDN Customer Service

CSR is now responsible for check calls and
also recording your Driver Log Hours.
What this means for you:
Now, when your Customer Service representative calls to get your current location we
will also need your Hours of Service from
the previous day. It is difficult to call a fleet
of 50 plus drivers everyday while still keeping
up with our everyday duties, in a timely fashion. So, WE ARE GOING TO NEED YOUR
HELP!
In order to be efficient with our check calls
and your hours of service, we suggest you
email your current location and hours of ser-

vice to: checkcall@gocdn.com.
This needs to be done every day without fail.
Your Check Call Email will save you, the
driver, from added distractions and will save
our customer service representatives from
bothering our drivers when they are sleeping
or on their breaks. We understand that you
don’t always have the time to provide your
location and hours while you are driving, this
is why we are encouraging you to email every
day. Here is an example of what your email
should look like:
“Currently in Flagstaff AZ, Drove 9 hours,
sleeping for 10 hours, and on duty for .75. I
am taking my 10 hour break and will update
you when I am rolling again”

This is all we are asking for. Although you
will still be required to send/hand in your
logs to Safety, remember, we are required to
do this every day. If we do not receive your
check call we will be giving you a phone call.
If you do not have Internet capability then
a quick phone call to CDN Customer Service or a text to your Dispatcher will also
work. We are looking forward to working
with you and making this run as smooth as
possible but, in order to do that, we have to
work together!!!
Juan Lopez
CDN Customer Service

Ask to see my Spring / Summer catalog
Coming on the heels of several shut
downs earlier in the month, the
Department of Transportation’s Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration has
ordered a shutdown of Atlanta-based
Southern Transportation, Inc.
During an investigation of the company’s
safety practices, it became uncooperative
with FMCSA investigators, the agency
says in an announcement, and did
not provide copies of safety records.
Under provisions passed in the MAP21 highway funding law last summer,
the agency can place a carrier out of
service for not complying with a letter
demanding it release safety records.
“MAP-21 strengthens the ability
of FMCSA investigators to take
necessary and appropriate actions to
protect innocent lives,” said FMCSA
Administrator Anne Ferro. “We will
not allow the safety of the traveling
public to be compromised by an unsafe
commercial truck or bus company.”

Lay-out by: Cesar A Nolasco D

